In this paper we show that arrays of core-shell nanoparticles function as effective thin absorbers of light. In contrast to known metamaterial absorbers, the introduced absorbers are formed by single planar arrays of spherical inclusions and enable full absorption of light incident on either or both sides of the array. We demonstrate possibilities for realizing different kinds of symmetric absorbers, including resonant, ultra-broadband, angularly selective, and all-angle absorbers. The physical principle behind these designs is explained considering balanced electric and magnetic responses of unit cells. Photovoltaic devices and thermal emitters are the two most important potential applications of the proposed designs.
Introduction
Recently, considerable research has been conducted on manipulating electromagnetic wave fronts using optically thin structures, so-called metasurfaces, which are two-dimensional arrays of sub-wavelength polarizable unit cells. [1] [2] [3] [4] Electromagnetic wave absorbers, realizing one of many possible functionalities of metasurfaces, have been also widely studied (see a review in 5 ) . A great deal of interest in creation of optically thin absorbers for infrared 6 and visible 7, 8 ranges has recently emerged in view of potential applications in solar photovoltaic 9 and thermo-photovoltaic 10 systems. There have been many different designs proposed to realize such thin absorbers.
However, most of the known realizations of optically thin absorbing layers require coherent illumination of both sides of the layer. This can be achieved by positioning the absorbing layer close to a mirror reflector, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] but this apparently does not allow the harvesting of light energy from the space behind the mirror. Together with the reflector, such absorbers form asymmetric structures (with inevitable bianisotropic coupling 16 ), which can efficiently absorb electromagnetic waves hitting only one of their sides. Another drawback of reflector-backed absorbers is complete blockage of propagation of electromagnetic waves at all frequencies, outside of the absorption frequency band. Alternatively, coherent illumination of both sides of a lossy sheet can be realized using a system of beam splitters and mirrors, as in so-called coherent absorbers. [17] [18] [19] This approach also does not allow full light harvesting in the general case when there are incoherent sources both in front and behind a thin absorbing sheet.
In this paper we study a means to fully harvest energy of light illuminating either or both sides of a single-layer array of nanoparticles, independently of coherent or incoherent nature of light sources which can be arbitrarily located in space. To the best of our knowledge, there have been only a few designs proposed to absorb electromagnetic waves illuminating a thin layer from one or both sides. Using a periodic racemic arrangements of right-handed and left-handed helices (so that the bianisotropy is compensated) one can create a symmetric absorbing layer. 20 However, this design is extremely challenging to realize in the optical range. Another symmetric absorber could be realized utilizing an array of dielectric-coated cylinders. 21 However, this design assumes perfectly conducting cylinders, it is polarization-sensitive and also difficult for practical realization.
Theory
In our earlier work on generic thin absorbers, 16 we theoretically explored all the possible ways to design symmetric and asymmetric absorbers made of periodic arrays of sub-wavelength polarizable unit cells. It was shown that in order to realize a symmetric absorber, balanced electric and magnetic responses must be present in each unit cell. When an incident wave impinges normally on an infinite array of electrically and magnetically polarizable uniaxial inclusions, electric and magnetic dipole moments are induced in the unit cells. The corresponding induced electric and magnetic surface currents create two secondary plane waves, in the forward and backward directions. The amplitudes of these waves can be written as 16
where p, m, η 0 , ω, and S are the electric moment, magnetic moment, free-space wave impedance, angular frequency, and the unit cell area, respectively. To ensure that the incident wave is fully absorbed in the layer, the array should be tuned in such a way that the forward-scattered wave cancels the incident wave E forw = −E inc (to make the transmission zero) and the backward-scattered wave has zero amplitude E back = 0 (working as a Huygens' layer 16, 22 ). This requires the induced electric and magnetic moments to be equal to (2) in which the required effective electric polarizability α ee and the effective magnetic polarizability α mm of the unit cells read
To design a metasurface it is more preferable to work with the polarizabilities of individual unit cells in free space instead of the effective polarizabilities of the same cells arranged in a periodical lattice. For a uniaxial periodic metasurface, the individual polarizabilities α ee and α mm in terms of the effective polarizabilities can be written as 1/α ee = 1/ α ee + β e , 1/α mm = 1/ α mm + β m , where β e and β m = β e /η 2 0 are the interaction constants between the unit cells in the array. 23 Considering the requirements for symmetric full absorption in Eq. (3), we can conclude that to fully absorb normally incident plane waves in an optically thin layer, the individual electric and magnetic polarizabilities should be balanced, satisfying the following condition:
Knowing the desired polarizabilities of the unit cells given by Eq. (4), we can proceed with designs of appropriate topologies of absorbing metasurfaces.
In this paper, we propose to utilize core-shell spherical nanoparticles, shown in Fig. 1(a) , as building blocks of symmetric light absorbers. This choice is motivated by the fact that similar particles were used previously to realize materials with negative refractive index. 24, 25 In that application the electric and magnetic responses also need to be balanced, if it is desired to realize equal relative permittivity and permeability, but the absorption loss in the particles degrades the performance; in contrast, for our purpose the absorption loss becomes useful and we will show that a single array of properly tuned nanoparticles can fully absorb the incident light. Utilizing core-shell particles in light absorbers is not a new idea. [13] [14] [15] However, in all known designs an array of core-shell particles is located over a continuous metallic sheet. The presence of a metallic sheet in these structures is believed to be necessary for making transmission zero. Here we will
show that there is no necessity for a metallic ground plane in absorber structures and a single array of core-shell particles can fully absorb light energy. This concept opens up a route to designing absorbers which can absorb light hitting either of their sides (symmetric structures lead to symmetric absorbers) while being transparent for incident waves out of the absorption frequency band.
For an optically small isotropic core-shell sphere, the electric and magnetic polarizabilities read where a 1 and b 1 are the Mie coefficients (e.g., 26 ) and c is the speed of light. Equating these polarizabilities to the required ones in Eq. (4) we can design the aimed absorbing metasurface.
In our design, we use silver as the core and amorphous n-doped silicon as the shell. To obtain reliable results, we use measured data for the material parameters of both silver 27 and amorphous n-doped silicon 28 at optical frequencies. At the first stage, we estimate the required dimensions of the particles and the array period using the analytical expressions in Eqs. (4) and (5) (which assume the point-dipole approximation of particle interactions in the array) and then optimize them utilizing a commercial electromagnetic software. 29 
Results and Discussion
Design A. Let us start with designing a resonant, narrowband symmetric absorber. In the structure shown in Fig. 1(a) , the radius of the silver core, the thickness of the amorphous n-doped silicon shell, and the array period are r Ag = 44 nm, t n−Si = 127 nm, and d = 700 nm, respectively. The simulated absorption spectrum for this design at the normal incidence is plotted in Fig. 1(b) . It can be seen that more than 98% of power absorption is achieved at 308.65 THz. As it was explained before, to fully absorb the incident wave, balanced electric and magnetic responses should be present in the layer [see Eq. (3)]. Knowing the reflection and transmission coefficients from the layer one can simply calculate the effective polarizabilities of the layer. 16 Figure 1(c) shows that for the absorption frequency the normalized effective electric and magnetic polarizabilities are balanced satisfying the required condition in Eq. (3). Inspection of electric current distributions in a unit-cell particle can also give insight into the physics behind this absorption phenomenon.
Two electric current distributions in the E-plane (the plane containing the electric field vector, the direction of the wave propagation, and the center of a unit cell), with a π/2 phase shift, are shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). They clearly confirm the presence of both electric and magnetic polarizations.
Here the magnetic moment is artificially created through circulating electric polarization currents in the E-plane. Since the nanoparticles are not optically very small, deviating incidence angle from the normal, one can expect higher order modes start to appear. Figure 1(f) shows the power absorbed at 308.65 THz as a function of the incidence angle for both TE and TM polarizations. It is noticed that, with increasing incidence angle, absorption graph shows strong dispersion which is due to higher-order modes.
Design B. In the previous case we designed a narrowband resonant absorber. However, in applications such as energy harvesting it is of importance to design absorbers operating over a wide frequency range. One possibility to broaden the absorption bandwidth is to use an array made of particles with slightly different resonance frequencies. 30, 31 This approach looks promising, but the operational spectrum can not be widened considerably because of the limited number of available different inclusions.
Another method to design a broadband absorber is based on using a uniform array with unit cells made by stacking a number of resonators with different resonance frequencies. 11, 12 However, the design is challenging for manufacturing and in most of the cases the structure is optically thick.
Here we propose an alternative, more general and yet simpler technique to design a symmetric broadband light absorber with significantly high angular stability. For an absorber layer made of a uniform array of particles, operating close to their resonance frequencies (e.g., the previous design), broadband absorption is not easy to achieve. However, if the layer is made of particles which are working far from their resonance frequency, it is in fact possible to achieve high (although not perfect) absorption in a broad frequency range. To this end, we use core-shell nanoparticles similar to the previous design but with r Ag = 104 nm, t n−Si = 16 nm, and d = 250 nm (see Fig. 2(a) ).
The absorption graph for the layer made of such nanoparticles at the normal incidence, shown in magnetic responses of a single silver sphere to balance. Next we demonstrate that arranging bare silver nanospheres of moderate optical sizes in regular arrays it is possible to find such dimensions so that the artificial magnetic response be properly balanced with the electric one, ensuring total absorption. We design an array of silver nanospheres, shown in Fig. 3(a) , with r Ag = 148 nm and d = 300 nm. Absorption spectrum for this design is shown in Fig. 3(b) , and it exhibits a broad absorption band. As expected, the normalized effective electric and magnetic polarizabilities for silver spheres in the array are balanced and satisfy the required condition defined by Eq. (3) [see THz, is demonstrated in Figs. 3(f), 3(g), and 3(h), respectively. This design also shows a very good angular stability, as it can also be seen from the electric field distribution in Fig. 3(i) .
Design D. Figure 4 (a) shows a practically interesting design inspired by the properties of the core-shell particle arrays. In this design, instead of covering silver spheres with n-doped silicon shells, an array of silver spheres is positioned inside an amorphous n-doped silicon slab. Here, the spheres radius, the thickness of the semiconductor slab, and the array period are chosen to be r Ag = 44 nm, t n−Si = 272 nm, and d = 100 nm, respectively. More than 96% absorption is achieved at 497.4 THz [ Fig. 4(b) ]. As it can be seen from Fig optically small, there are no higher order modes propagating for any incidence angle. Moreover, the inclusions are spherically symmetric and respond as electric and magnetic dipoles. That is why the structure shows reasonably high angular stability for both TE and TM polarizations. The electric field distributions for the maximum absorption frequency are reported in Fig. 4(g) . Figure 5 compares the power dissipated in the semiconductor and metal fractions for different polarizations as a function of the incidence angle. It can be seen that about 91% of absorbed power is dissipated inside the n-doped silicon. This result is quite important from the practical point of view, especially for energy harvesting applications. In should be noted that in all these designs the induced current distributions indicate that the amplitudes of higher-order multipoles are significant. However, for the normal incidence the higher-order multipoles do not contribute to the reflected and transmitted plane waves. Their presence affects the performance only through modification of the values of the effective electric and magnetic polarizabilities. For oblique incidence the higher-order modes are of more significance and somewhat affect the operation of the absorbers. only by a few scientific groups (see e.g. 32 ), unlike nanospheres with silicon core and silver shell 33 or silver core and silica shell 34 whose technologies are referred as "conventional" in the modern nanochemistry. 35 The novel evaporation-condensation technology suggested in 32 has been developed and approaches more widespread utilization (see patent 36 ). An alternative technology of producing such particles is purely chemical. 37 It requires a colloid of silver cores covered with silica shells 34 which are transformed into silicon shells. The reaction transforming silica nanospheres into silicon ones was performed in. 37 High chemical stability of silver to silicon and silicates means that the presence of the silver core inside silica will not compromise this mechanism.
Once nanoparticles are obtained in a colloid, they can be assembled into a densely packed monolayer on a transparent substrate using either chemical or physical technologies. Namely, it can be a top-down technique, 38 which is very time-consuming but guarantees a very high regularity of the array. Alternatively, it can be a standard self-assembly. 39 This approach results in dense packaging of particles, 39 whereas in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) the core-shell particles are separated with predefined gaps. However, a nanoparticle with either metal or semiconductor shell may be additionally encapsulated by silica or polystyrene. 34 Then the dense package of these double-shell particles will determine the separation of the silver-silicon nanoparticles, whereas the role of the second shell will be only to ensure the needed particle separation. The same encapsulation can be used to prepare a monolayer of simple silver nanoparticles with a predefined period as in Fig. 3(a) .
Low-index shells weakly disturb the operation of the array 34 and most probably will only slightly shift the operation frequency. In any case the optical contrast of low-index shells can be easily compensated by pouring glycerol on top of the array. This liquid has the same refractive index as that of silica or polystyrene and its presence will also remove the optical contrast of the silica substrate.
To fabricate the structure shown in Fig. 4 (a) one may apply the technology described in, 40 where the self-assembly of plasmonic nanoparticles on a silicon substrate is combined with their passivation by organic molecules. The thickness of this organic shell may be controlled within the interval 1-5 nm. 40 This interval of thicknesses corresponds to the separation of nanoparticles implied in Fig. 3(a) . After preparing the self-assembled monolayer on a silicon substrate it may be covered by amorphous silicon using one of two standard silicon deposition technologies: sputtering or PECVD. 41 In the first case the organic nanoshells will be preserved whereas all the voids will be filled with amorphous silicon and the result will be close to that shown in Fig. 4 (a) with the only difference: silver spheres will have negligibly thin shells. In the second case the organic ligands will be thermally destroyed and enter the host amorphous silicon as a low-density random mixture.
In both cases the fraction of organic molecules in the metamaterial layer will be very small, and its impact on the optical properties of the structure will be, most probable, negligible.
Conclusion
In summary, we have introduced single-layer arrays of spherical core-shell nanoparticles as absorbers of visible light. The proposed structures have no continuous metallic reflector and effectively absorb light hitting either or both sides of the metasurface. We have demonstrated a number of designs of resonant and broadband absorbers, including structures which do not require any shells over metal spheres, and have shown that in the metal-semiconductor designs most of the power is absorbed in semiconductor and not lost in metal. We believe that such unique features of the proposed single-layer absorbing arrays as ultra-wideband, angularly stable and symmetric absorption can open various new application perspectives, especially in energy harvesting devices.
